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Family, friends remember student Senate 
By HEATHER CYGAN 
Campus editor 
A memorial service for 21-year-old 
Matthew Franks, a junior health studies 
major was attended by more than 40 
friends and family Wednesday in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Mr. Franks · died Nov. 10 of 
complicatiom from an asthma attack, 
"Matthew Franks' memory keeps 
him alive in the hearts of those that 
love him," said Rabbi Norman Klein, 
who spoke at the service. 
Klein honored Mr. Franks in the 
service by reading a poem entitled 
''Forever Friend," written by Mr. 
Franks' twin sister, Tammie, and his 
roommate, Todd Cornwell. 
The poem's touching last words 
were "you shall never be forgotten, 
Matt, we love you." 
Klein said the service was not about 
death, but more about the praise of God 
because "God is the righteous judge." 
The solemn atmosphere let the 
mourners shed their tears of loneliness 
as tftef --rememb.e'ied the 
companionship and memories of joy 
and· happiness of their loved one. 
Within life people all learn that 
"human life has ... a sense of fragility," 
Klein said. 
As Mr. Franks' loved ones listened 
to Klein speak of how Mr. Franks had 
not died, but rather was "called home" 
to God's kingdom, they were 
comforted and strengthened. 
"Whenever parting comes, it comes 
too soon," Klein said. "God has given, 
God has taken away. Blessed be the 
power of God." 
After a reflective prayer in silence, 
Klein reminisced of Mr. Franks' 
personality and prominent features. 
The friends of Mr. Franks also had 
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor 
Rabbi Norman Klein conducts a memorial service for Matthew Franks, a junior 
health studies major, Wednesday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
some things to mention that they miss 
and will always remember about him. 
"He always walked in uninvited (he 
never needed to knock)," said Justin 
Large, a senior computer science 
major. "I miss him after my 11 a.m. 
class." 
Large said be met Mr. Franks on his 
floor at Cannan Hall his freshman year. 
Mr. Franks nickname was "Waddle," 
in reference to Tom Waddle of the 
Chicago Bears, because of his amazing 
ability to play ultimate Frisbee, Klein 
said. 
"He didn't like the spotlight," said 
Ed Mchale, a senior economics major. 
"Everything he did was for other 
people." 
"He always put out the extra effort to 
cheer you up,'' Mchale added. 
Watching the Bears, Bulls and 
Blackhawks with bis father was a 
favorite past time of Mr. Franks as 
See FAMILY page 2 
BOT approves hiring construction firm 
By DEANA POOLE 
nl JILL JEDLOWSKJ 
l&w editors 
The Board of Trustees executive 
ommittee Wednesday approved more 
lhan $430,000 for the purchase of 
~struction management services and a 
anning electron microscope via 
econference. 
Executive committee members 
approved $250,000 in revenue bond funds 
for employing a consultant to oversee the 
10 campus improvement projects 
approved by students in the fall 1996 
semester. 
A Epstein and Sons International, Inc., 
in Chicago, has been selected as project 
consultant in accordan~with the Illinois 
Quality Based Selection law. In addition 
to overseeing construction, the company's 
responsibilities at Eastern will include 
project programming and design 
management, Olsen said. 
Olsen said the university is required by 
state law to hire a consultant to oversee 
the construction of projects. He added 
that th~ consultant was chosen in 
accordance with the Illinois Quality 
See BOT page 2 
approves 
UB IOan 
ByAMYTHON 
Student Government editor 
The Student Senate approved the 
Apportionment Board loan to the University 
Board by a vote of 21-1-1 at Wednesday 
night's meeting. 
Originally, the loan was for an estimated 
$22,000 to help cover the estimated $38,000 
debt incurred from Family Weekend's Aretha 
Franklin concerts. However, Steve Zielinski, 
AB chair, said the costs will not be as steep as 
he originally thought. 
Some Senate members were also concerned 
about the interest on the loan. According to the 
proposal, the UB will be charged 6 percent 
interest since that is the amount the money 
wo.uld .~ ipaF~os if it ~e,-e P..Qt lC?~ oot. 
Senate member Melissa Girten asked where 
the interest made on the money currently goes. 
"According to what I've been told by the 
accounting office, the money (made from the 
interest) goes back into the student activity fee 
account," Zielinski said. 
Student Senate Advisor Dave Milberg said 
he did not think the interest would be much of 
an issue because the Bill Cosby show planned 
for next year's family weekend will probably 
be successful. 
"The timing is. pretty good because next year 
we have Bill Cosby,'' Milberg said. "My guess 
is that ... this loan will be paid back even 
before you compound any interest" 
'The loan which was approved by the AB at 
Thursday's meeting, is to help the VB cover 
losses from the family weekend Aretha 
Franklin concerts. · 
During discussion, Senate member Keith 
Cosentino suggested a stipulation be added 
which would discourage the UB from signing a 
contract with a spring concert performer that 
would lose more money for the UB. Any 
additional losses at this time would make the 
loan difficult to pay back, Cosentino said. 
Zielinski said the AB did not feel it had the 
right to make programming suggestions to the 
UB. 
"We don't have the power to tell them no," 
Zielinski said. 
Milberg told the Senate he will suggest to 
the UB that they proceed with caution when 
signing any contracts for the spring, but that he 
See SENATE page 2 
'Comeback' artist LL. Cool J may headline spring concert 
IJ REAGAN BRANHAM 
rin chief 
Don't call it a comeback - but 
L L Cool J may be coining to 
Eastern for the spring concert. 
Edie Stump, UB concert 
rdinator, said among the 
s on a list of possibilities for 
spring concert are L.L. Cool J, 
atchbox 20, Mighty Mighty 
tones and Trisha Yearwood. 
Stump said so far all the names 
are just possibilities. Stump and 
the concert committee are "seeing 
what's feasible and what's not" 
L.L. Cool J is near the top of 
the list because Greek Week's 
tentative theme is "Something 
Like a Phenomenon," which is the 
title of one of his songs, said Bill 
Buckley, Greek Week overall co-
chair. 
Because of the connection. the 
concert could be put on as part of 
Greek Week, which begins the 
last week of March, Stump said. 
Buckley said he is not certain if 
the theme of Greek Week will 
remain the same because the term 
is copy righted. 
But if the theme remains, 
Buckley and Greek Week co-chair 
Michelle Shahin will continue 
looking into bringing L.L. Cool J 
to Eastern. 
Stump said she is currently 
contacting representatives for L.L. 
Cool J to find out his availability 
for a spring concert. UB has 
reserved Lantz Gymnasium for 
the weekends of Feb. 23 and 24, 
April 2 and 3 and April 24 and 25 
for the spring concert. 
Director of Student Life David 
Milberg said a fax may be sent 
out as early as today requesting 
more- 'details about a possible 
concert. 
Stump said combining the two 
big spring events would help 
ensure more students would go to 
the concert. 
"If we can get him that would 
be great," she said. 1be only way 
we will do this is if we can cover 
our expenses." 
Buckley said L.L. Cool J gives 
See CONCERT page 2 
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MSI frauds linked to Edgar's campaign funds 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A co-
founder of a company later convict-
ed of fraud in a state contract scan-
dal joined Gov. Jim Edgar in a 
1993 campaign swing about a 
month before the contract was 
signed, a police informant testified 
in federal court Wednesday. 
The testimony came from Julie 
Tansky, former office manager for 
Management Services of Illinois 
Inc., in the corruption trial of James 
Berger, a deputy director of the 
state Department of Public Aid. 
Berger, who is on unpaid leave, 
faces charges of mail fraud and 
FAMILY from page one 
well, Klein said. 
Mr. Franks and his sister 
Tammie were twins and he was 
best friends with his older 
brother Arnie, Klein added. 
Matthew was the type of per-
son to help everyone with their 
computer problems and always 
surrounded himself by intelli-
gent friends, Klein said. 
"It's a loss of a great person," 
Mchale said. "He was one of my 
best friends." 
His power of determination, 
sense of humor and gentle 
nature are all to be learned by, 
Klein said. 
Once, because of his love for 
animals, Mr. Franks nursed two 
baby birds back to health on his 
own, Klein added. 
Wednesday was exactly 30 
days after the funeral, on which 
the Jewish family is lifted of 
their religious restrictions not to 
attend parties, the theater, con-
improperly directing millions of 
dollars to MSI. 
Prosecutors also sought to show 
Berger pretended he knew nothing 
about the contract deal at the heart 
of the case when he actually had 
discussed it numerous times before 
it was put together. 
certs, listen to the radio or 
watch television, Klein added. 
After the service was com-
plete, the Franks family greeted 
all the friends that attended his 
memorial personally with many 
hugs. 
People embraced as they left 
and cherished all their fond 
memories of Matthew Franks. 
"Matt loved his friends and 
we loved him," Large said. "He 
was just a good guy." 
doesn't want to discourage all programming. 
"I wouldn't want to put (the UB) in a situation 
where it absolutely can't do a show," Milberg said. 
AB Vice Chair Mark Herman said the subcom-
mittee looked into several different options and it 
felt this was the best one for students. 
He also said the UB is looking at more popular 
nam~s for the spring. 
"If there are some really good (acts) that come 
along with minimal risk, there will be a concert," 
Milberg said. 
Cosentino was the only Senate member who 
voted against the proposal. He said that although he 
sees the usefulness of supporting the UB, he would 
have liked to see some precautions taken to avoid 
another unsuccessful concert. 
Senate member Victoria Markley asked if the AB 
subcommittee was sure it had explored all avenues 
to make a well-researched proposal. 
"I'd like to see some safeguards taken to not 
allow this kind of situation to happen again," 
Cosentino said. 
Based Selection law. the School of Technology and 
"The consultants will allow Biological Sciences. 
us to complete these projects Terry Weidner, vice president 
more quickly and maintain a for academic. affairs, .said a . .por-
higher quality," Olsen said. tion of the money was awarded 
Exechti:ve corriinffree· mem~ · · thrOugh a match'!ng grant from· 
bers also approved $183,140 for the National Science 
the purchase of a scanning elec- Foundation. 
tron microscope to be used by "This instrument replaces two 
CONCERT 
concerts to make money for his 
foundation. the Camp Cool J, 
which raises money so inner-city 
children can go to camp. L.L. 
Cool J would only charge the UB 
LU put on the show and would 
reimburse the UB after the con-
cert, but any profits will go 
toward his philanthropy. 
Milberg and UB Chair Tom 
Ryan said the plans for getting a 
band for the spring concert are in 
the early stages. 
·'It's very, very, very prelimi-
nary. It's almost not worth men-
tioning," Milberg said. "(There 
from page one . 
are) so many details that are yet 
unknown." 
Ryan said many bands are 
being discussed by Stump and 
the concert committee, but noth-
ing is certain. 
"We are really seriously look-
ing into (L.L. Cool J). The 
wheels are starting to tum," Ryan 
said. "I just don't want students 
to be disappointed if it doesn't 
pan out." 
The Aretha Franklin Parents 
Weekend concert brought the UB 
an estimated $38,000 loss, and 
left Apportionment Board Chair 
old ones that never had worked 
very well," vVeidner 'aid. 
He said the- new microscope 
will be less expensive to operate 
than the current ones the school 
. . 
uses. 
The micro,cope will be pur-
chased through Nissei Sangyo 
America, Ltd .. in California. 
Steve Zie!irn,ki saying unless the 
UB can 11ring in a ddinitc 
money-m;1 L·1. there will be no 
spring concert. 
The AB gave the UB a 
$20,000 loan to compensate for 
the loss of the Franklin concert. 
The UB can no longer afford to 
have another money-losing con-
cert because they are now relying 
on concert profits to repay the 
loan. 
Zielinski said he had not heard 
about the concert possibilities 
yet, so he was not certain what 
the AB's reaction would be. 
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WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE THE 
FOLLOWING GRADUATES: 
FLOR/\ BERZONETII 
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\ \ \ \~ ~" ,,, 
JANICE NASON 
TORI "f.i\YLOR 
AMANDA ZIZAI< 
GOOD LUCK IN THE FUTURE. 
You WILL ALL BE MISSED! 
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Candlelight vigil draws 15 
By JOE ZUKOWSKI 
Staff writer 
About 15 people attended a candlelight 
vigil sponsored by the Student Action 
Coalition as part of a Day of Conscious 
and Human Rights Day Wednesday in the 
Library Quad. 
Although the candlelight vigil did not 
draw a crowd, the event was a success, said 
Moran Beasley, senior history major. 
Beasley said the objective of the event 
was not to attract a large number of people. 
"If nothing else, we succeed because 
people talk," Beasley said. 
The vigil began with Beasley defining 
sweatshops, giving statistics and airing 
common misconceptions about sweat-
shops. 
Beasley said 50 percent of factories in 
the United States are sweatshops. 
"People think it's going on everywhere 
else but here," he said. 
The four groups that are most suscepti-
ble to sweatshop labor are minorities, 
women, the working poor and illegal 
immigrants that have just immigrated, 
Beasley said. 
whether clothing manufacturers Eastern 
purchases its clothing from practice sweat-
shop labor. Beasley said he proposed a 
code of conduct to the administration, but 
that it would not be passed until the 
Student Action Coalition could prove to 
the administration that its manufacturers 
practice such labor. 
"We're not calling for a ban of Eastern 
clothes, but if we find that manufacturers 
practice sweatshop labor, we will start ban-
ning," Beasley said. 
He also answered critics' most vocal 
argument that the coalition can not prevent 
sweatshop labor. 
"We're not trying to solve anytting," 
Beasley said. "The coalition and the code 
of conduct are just steps." 
Many other coalition members voiced 
their concerns about sweatshop labor prac-
tices and their message. 
Christian Schiavone, a sophomore busi-
ness and French major, voiced his concerns 
about the lack of student initiative. 
"Someone needs to start helping ... 
Someone needs to start caring," Schiavone 
said. 
He said he felt the small crowd was a 
r"'8ult of-the,.natµreof the topic, as well as 
the apathetic attitude some of the student 
body holds. 
"(Sweatshop labor) is not a happy topic 
... There's people that watch, and there's 
people that do," Beasley said. 
Another pressing topic at the vigil was 
The vigil concluded with music from 
Matt Nolan, a graduate student of educa-
tional psychology. While playing the 
guitar, Nolan sang "I shall be released" and 
"Big Boss Man." 
When asked why he chose to sing those 
songs, Nolan said sweatshops are similar to 
a prison and the workers need to be 
released from those conditions. 
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor 
(From left)Sue Lutz, a senior zaology major, Kristi Orlet, a junior studio art major, and 
Bob Kalmbach, a freshman theater major participate in a candlelight vigil Wednesday 
afternoon in the Booth Library Quad. The vigil was sponsored by the Sweatshop Action 
Coalition to raise awareness of working conditions in sweatshops. 
Shopping competition 
to aid city food pantry 
By JASON DOCKTER 
Staff writer 
·~··,,., In an effort .. to aid the 
Charleston Food Pantry, Citizens 
National Bank will hold its first 
ever "Stocking the Pantry" shop-
ping competition at 8 a.m. today 
at Wilb Walker's. 
The event is being held to pro-
mote the opening of a new 
branch of the bank and to aid the 
community by adding to its food 
pantry, said Tom Driver, regional 
vice pre s ident for Citizens 
National Bank. 
Each team of two to four peo-
ple will be given a shopping list, 
and the team that collects all of 
the items in the shortest amount 
·,. pf time-will win. 
· Driver said that the food 
pantry created the lists because 
it knows what food items are 
especially needed at this time of 
the year. 
After each team collects the 
items, Driver said the bank will 
buy all of the groceries - esti-
mated to cost "several hundred 
dollars" - and donate them to 
the food pantry. He said he 
hopes to make this at least an 
annual event especially for the 
holiday season, if not more 
often. 
Other donations will be 
accepted in the bank, which is 
located in Walker's at 505 \V. 
Lincoln Ave. Driver said the 
benefit of doing this shopping 
spree is that in addition to pro-
moting the bank 's opening, the 
bank get s to give somethin g 
back to the Charleston commu-
nity. 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
The only OFF Campus Housing 
ON Campus 
(Located across from the Union on 7th Street) 
~Now uasingfor FAIL '98 
• 1, 2, & 3 Bedrm 
Furnished Units 
•Free Parking 
•Free Trash 
•Central AC 
•Balconies 
•Laundry 
•Dishwashers 
Bedroom 
Apartments 
Left Act Fast!! 
Elementary, special. education 
close transfer applications early 
By JUSTIN KMITCH _ 
Administration editor 
Eastern will no longer accept 
applications for admissions for 
elementary education and special 
education transfer students for the 
spring 1998 semester. 
Dale Wolf, director of admis-
sions, said the term closing can be 
blamed for limited space within 
the university. 
"Last year, we closed off admis-
sions (for the fall) in April , so we 
are obviously running way ·ahead 
this year," Wolf said. 
"Eastern is a limited enrollment 
university," Wolf said. "When stu-
dents make their decision to trans-
fer to Eastern, they do so expect-
ing to be placed in average size 
classes." 
Wolf said Eastern is well known 
for its education programs. 
"It's nothing new," Wolf said . 
"Our education courses fill a lot 
quicker here." 
Wolf said when clas s sizes 
begin to equal or become greater 
than average, the admission pro-
cess needs to be examined. 
"We are not looking at currently 
cutting any other individual cours-
es or terms," Wolf said. "We will 
look at those courses more closely 
as a collaborative unit as we get 
further info next semester." 
Wolf also said there are no 
plans to close applications for 
more than one term at a time. 
"It is not common to close for 
consecutive terms, but we've done 
it a few times in the past," Wolf 
said . " We once closed certain 
fields of study for consecutive 
spring and summer terms, so it's 
always a possibility, but it's still 
way too early to determine." 
Lou Hencken, vice president for 
student affairs, was unavailable for 
comment. 
A cutline in Wednesday 's edition of The Daily 
Eastern News misspelled the name of Jan Faires of 
the certification office in the College of Arts and 
Humanities. The News regrets the error. 
·:-;. 
$1 off med. cheesesticks $2 Off lg. cheesesticks 
JUST ASK! 
- -
... 4-. ~ . ~ r • 
...... -~ ~~ - ,,, . 
~·'. Leaving for Semester break? 
Don't want to take back all your stuff? 
Then sell it in The Daily Bastern News Classifieds. 
Any new ads placed in the FOK SALE section only will run 
for $ 1 per day ( 15 word max.) 
Ads placed TODAY will run Fri-Mon. for only 
$2.00 
Ads must be received by 2:00 p .m. the day before the ad is to run. 
Ads may be placed in the Union under the bowling alley 
Ii .tj •1fi1 M !£#§I .i~t§\fj 
Opinion 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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$16.5 million will 
finally m~ke Booth 
renovations possible 
Eastern has 16.5 million reasons to be thankful this Christmas. The university 
finally got $16.5 million approved for renova-
tions for Booth Library from the state. 
While the money is not in Eastern's hand 
yet, the university can begin to plan for the 
eventual renovation and expansion of the 
library. The capital aevelopment board, which 
meets in January, must approve a list of pro-
jects to receive state 
Ed• t • } money. Currently, Booth l Q fl a Library is ranked high 
~"'"""""'""""'""'""'"=='*"'=mirnyf'™ on the list. 
The bill the capital development budgets 
were attached to was stalled in the House of 
Representatives because the· fall sessions were 
coming to a close. However, the hoopla sur-
rounding educatiotr"furldirtg~·woutd ·push the 
elected officia:ts oflllirrcfis· ilito filgli'gear and ,.-~. 
the capital funding budget was passed. Chris 
Merrifield, Eastem's liaison to Springfield, 
attributed the passing of the bill containing the 
needed renovation funds to Sen. Judy Meyer 
and Rep. Dale Righter for pushing the bill 
through the General Assembly. 
With the approval of capital development 
list, the state will sell bonds to fund the pro-
jects on the list. 
The approval of the funds comes as a boon 
to Eastern considering the sorry shape of many 
of the buildings on campus. The q.pital devel-
opment funds will make it possible for Eastern 
to begin deferred maintenance, the basic 
upkeep of the library, to prepare the building 
for a possible expansion. However, the pro-
longed period of not repairing certain aspects 
of Booth have piled up. A leaky roof, crum-
bling stone work and heating and cooling 
· problems will eat up between $9 million and 
$10 million of the $16.5 million of the alloca-
tion. The rest of the money will be used to 
expand Booth. The university also is in the 
process of hiring an architect to plan renova-
tions. 
Eastern has finally gotten a hold of some of 
the state funds that have been escaping its 
hands for years. Now Eastern can prepare for 
many of the renovations that have been put off 
for so long and can begin to make the campus 
something everyone can be proud of. · 
' 'today's 
Money is like muck, not good except it 
be spread. 
-Francis Bacon 
English philosopher (1561-1626) 
A tribute to manhood responsibility, respect 
W hile bearing "no particul My grandfather had a long historical significance, th · record of public service of a polit-
date just passed, Dec. IO, is "Nothing, not a ical nature. Watching him in 
great importance to me. Althoug fancy suit or a action taught me two important 
it falls at what is an extreme! fancy degree or a lessons. First of all, the only true 
busy time for any student, i way to show appreciation for the 
coming and going always caus fancy picket sign, greatest thing that ever happened 
me to pause and reflect. BRIAN ANDERSON can replace hard (America) is to get involved in 
More than any other day of the work and applied the democratic process. Second, 
year, the tenth day of the twelfth Regular columnist ll ,, being well liked doesn't mean 
month symbolizes the man who I inte igence. anything if you are not well 
am and the sources of that man- respected. 
hood. ""'"'"'"''"'1"'1""1 11""rn''"·-""''"""'"'"~"'"1'"'""""'1'"''1""'1""'*""''"'*''1''"mw""''"1""1 ''1' 1 ""'"'"" Finally, the way my father 
Over my 23 years, there have been no two men more approaches his job probably teaches the most important 
important to me nor more taken for granted by me than my lessons. Not only does the fact that he went more than 15 
father and grandfather. Yet the examples provided by the years without missing a day of work show me the value of 
way they have lived their lives have left an indelible responsibility, but it shows me something else too. 
imprint on my actions, personality and beliefs. It is ignored these days, but I still believe it to be true. It 
It is not somuch the overt things that I reflect upon. is that nothing, not a fancy suit or a fancy degree or a fancy 
Certainly I remember my grandfather teaching me how to picket sign, can replace hard work and applied intelligence. 
bait a hook or my dad coaching my baseball team all those All too often during my life, I have refused to recognize 
years. Those were special times that impacted me. those who have been so supportive of my progress. More 
But what I choose to think about each year on this day and more each day, the importance of that support becomes 
are the things that they taught me without eyen knowing apparent. It is for this reason that I took time to reflect yes-
they were doing it. terday. While one day a year is hardly a fitting tribute, I 
Most definitely, both of these men grew up in times dif- hope that the way I live the other 364 is a display of my 
ferent from these, but the values they represented transcend appreciation. 
generational gaps. On Dec. 10, 1946, my father, Edward Anderson, was 
Both men served in the U.S. Armed Forces. Their born. Happy birthday Dad; I'll see you soon. 
wartime experiences and stories of service remind me that On Dec. 10, 1994, my grandfather, Willie Campbell, 
the military used to be about suppressing communism passed away. Thank you for the foundation you laid; I miss 
instead of being just another way of getting money to go to you. 
college. Where in all likelihood they will be taught about - Brian Anderson is a business. graduate student and .a .. 
the evils of capitalism by someone who benefits from it on semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Hise- ' 
a daily basis. mail address is cubea@pen.eiu.edu. 
'Synthetic' music just 
might offer something 
innovative despite MTV 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to David 
Johnson's Dec. 5 musings on the cur-
rent popular music scene. Mr. Johnsoi:i 
seems to believe that it is impossible for 
artists to create effectively through an 
electronic device. True music, I agree, 
must occur without the corruption of 
technology. Modem artists should take 
heed and purify their sounds by reject-
ing the push to utilize such horrid "syn-
thetic intervention[s]" as microphones 
and instruments. Music is, and always 
has been, about expressing new and 
increasingly complex emotions and per-
ceptions by slapping two rocks together. 
Even though modem life might differ 
significantly with life in the past, our art 
must remain stagnant; if we allow it to 
change, those goofy artists and musi-
cians will start perf01ming all manners 
of evil. Hell, they might even innovate. 
Such innovation and expression I do not 
want to pass on to my children. 
Metallica's musical expansion in to 
territories uncharted is as sacrilegious as 
Bob Dylan's "plugging in" at folk festi-
vals, the Beatles' "concept album" 
invention and Pete Townsend's arrogant 
your turn 
<-it;::,::~~~~J~Z:«~~1~~m~~~ru~:+re~m.~rniw.t:· 
assertion that he could craft a "rock 
opera." Such acts are black moments in 
modem musical history, my friends. 
However, one must consider the pos-
sibility that musical experimentation 
might lead to things superior to the typi-
cal MTV rehash . Perhaps allowing 
bands to grow beyond their haircuts and 
albums of 10 years ago would bring 
about engaging and interesting music. 
But then again, probably not. I think I'll 
just sit around and bemoan the evils of 
MTV and think back to the'80s when 
all music was really bad. Bands like 
Metallica never relied on its image back 
then, man. 
Daniel Fitzgerald 
junior English major 
Mid-sentence endings 
to articles is damaging 
to paper's reputation 
To the editor: 
On Dec. 4, I was reading the wonder-
ful campus newspaper and noticed two 
articles cut off in mid-sentence. Of 
course, this wasn ' t a surprise to me 
because I've seen it happen numerous 
times before. I was hoping that it 
wouldn't happen again, but I was hop-
§ · 
~· 
.,, . ; 1. J .. 
ing for too much. On the Dec. 9 sports 
page, there were two more articles· cut 
off in mid-sentence. 
I, along with many other students, 
wish that the editors of The Daily 
Eastern News would learn to proofread. 
It's very frustrating to be reading an 
article when it ends in the middle of a 
sentence. For the student fee that I pay, 
small as it may be, I would appreciate 
the feeling of knowing that when I 
begin reading an article it's going to end 
appropriately. Those of you who think 
that cutting off an article in mid-sen-
tence is not a big deal, you are mistak-
en. It is a very big deal because it 
doesn't give you a good reputation. 
I assume most of the staff are journal-
ism majors. When trying to get a job 
you will probably have to sho w 
prospective employers some sort of 
portfolio, right? I could be wrong about 
that, but it would be a good indication 
of your abilities. It won' t make a very 
good impression on them if articles and 
in mid-sentence. Hopefully, this letter 
will be a wake 
Got the point? 
Carrie Feltner 
junior English major 
LAST CALL 
'Any letters to the editor received 
after Friday will be printed next 
semester beginning on laf!. 12. 
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Hodge announces election bid 
By JAIME HODGE 
City editor 
Carolyn Brown Hodge 
announced Wednesday at a press 
conference her candidacy for the 
position of state representative in 
Illinois' 106th legislative district. 
Hodge, a 1972 Eastern graduate, 
ran for the office in 1992 but was 
defeated. She is running on the 
Democratic ticket, and said she is 
planning to apply a vigorous grass 
roots campaign. 
Hodge said that if she is elected, 
she will answer to the people in the 
district. 
"It's about being the people's 
advocate in government," Hodge 
said. "I was encouraged to run by 
people that say 'I want you to run 
this time.' We feel real positive 
about the leadership I brought to 
the American Heart Association. I 
believe it can happen." 
Hodge worked as the field man-
ager for the American Heart 
Association for three years and 
believes that this can make a dif-
ference in the way she looks at 
things in government, although 
prior to 1992 she said she was not 
involved in politics. 
Hodge stressed that she has 
spent the last month talking to peo-
ple at coffee houses and on their 
own doorsteps about the new edu-
cation spending plan that was 
passed by the General Assembly, 
but largely rejected by the people. 
"My concern is how can my 
kids compete with a school (in 
Naperville) that spends $15,000 a 
student? It is a worry,'' Hodge said. 
Other issues Hodge wants to 
address include campaign reform 
and property tax relief, along with • 
insurance companies that do not • 
provide adequate service to mem- • 
bers that pay their premiums. • 
"Every time we have money • 
taken out of a paycheck, or we • 
make a co-payment, or we take an • 
extra trip to the pharmacy for • 
another refill of medication, we are • 
paying for a service," Hodge stated • 
in a press release. 
"The bottom line is that we • 
aren't getting our money's worth. I • 
think it's time for Illinois to pass a • 
'lemon law' for insurance compa- • 
nies. It's time for us to demand the • 
service that we pay for, and hold • 
these insurance companies e 
accountable." • 
Hodge said she plans to make • 
up for the lack of representation in • 
Springfield by making herself • 
accessible to voters. 
Alpha Sigma Tau would 
like to present our 1998 
Executive Officers 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• President.. ..................................... Kara Hilgenberg • 
Vice President.. .................................... Jody Pawley • 
Secretary .....................................•......... Angie Thor : 
Treasurer .......................................... Megan Conner • 
Pledge Educator .................................. Amy Kridner • 
Assistant Pledge Educator .......... ; ............ Lori Kunce • 
Rush Director .................................... Jessica Bellville • 
Assistant Rush Director ............... ,~ ...... Heidi Harseim : 
Housing Director ................................... Angel Dallio • 
Alumnae .......... ; ................................. Amy LeCrone • 
Social Chair ............................................. Elise Lesko• 
Panhellinic Delegate ............................. Becky Smith : 
• 
Panel to focus on organ donation 
• Corresponding Secretary ..................... Amy Huyear • 
advertising the discussion. 
·"Some tibnefi(s'ot6rgan'don'atibns is ilsaves lives 
and 'if give~ 1pebpie a second chance at life," Tanner sfi\d~&s 1w1fi\i\av~lfHe 1Hfaric~flk'te\ffi about giv- said. 
By JEROME S. GRAHAM 
Staff writer 
ing others a second chance at life by attending a dis- Ireland encourages anyone to donate their organs, 
cussion on organ donation. including those of their family members. 
The discussion, hosted by an honors speech com- "19 ,410 people received organ donations in ... 
munication class, will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday in 1996 and family members can donate a relative's 
the Coleman Auditorium (Room 120). organs if they wish to," Ireland said. 
Amber Ireland, co-chair of the speech club, was Tanner emphasized the importance of organ dona-
involved in organizing the discussion. tion because of the great need. 
"One reason for the discussion is to let people "Organ donation is important because one person 
know how easy it is to sign up for organ donations dies every nine minutes because of organ shortage,'' 
and to make the campus aware about the myths or Tanner said. 
organ donations," Ireland said. "The discussion will mutilate the myths and 
Scheduled to speak are Troy Durbin, an inocula- rumors that people have about organ donation and 
tor for the Regional Organ Bank of Illinois; Larry families can really get the facts that surround the 
Brettin, an organ donation educator from the procedures," Ireland said. 
Secretary of State's Office; and Bev Wudtke, the "Illinois is the leading state for registered organ 
mother of a heart transplant recipient. donors, with l .2 million people who are willing to 
Jfmie Tanner;·eve:it publifist, was involved by ,, donate or~ai~~·" Tanner added. , :. 
Circle K collecting gifts for local children 
The Circle K International will 
hold its third annual angel tree 
project for area children. 
The project's aim is to get 
Recognized Student Organ-
izations on campus to provide 
gifts for an area child. said Ann 
Oliver. service chair. 
An organization can provide 
as many gifts as they would like, 
she added. 
Circle K International will col-
lect the toys and them to the 
Depot, an area outreach program, 
that will distribute the gifts to 
needy children. 
The presents will be delivered 
during the last few days of finals. 
Oliver said. 
Circle K International is a ser-
vice organization and is the colle-
giate branch of the Kiwanis. The 
groups sponsors international and 
district service projects. 
'"-' '""' .. ; i l ~ ·' l • j ' ; ' ; ,.' ' • ~ • - -
Having is fJnab::9afice Party from 9pm to I am. Com 
out and meet ·New DJ 'BEE: and Dangerou· 
Lee. Admission is s I 00 and one canned good to b 
donated to Charleston Food Pantry. Everyone i 
Welcome. 
Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza. 
Good Luck 
on Final 
Exams 348-8282 
426 w. Lincoln 
1 large Cheese 
pizza 
$522 +tax 
2 large Cheese 
pizzas 
$1122+tax 
Add toppings 90¢ Exp 12/19/97 
•• } ' .. >, ... ,., <··( , .. .,., 
Perfect Lunch 
or 
Midnight Munch 
sm. all two top.zza 
u •. d,.Jni1 $5&..22tw 
1 
" 
h·.nHpm +tax 
9pmto 
dO\t' 
Add toppings 90< Exp 12/19'97 
STUDY PAK 
1 Large I Topping &. 
order of breadstix 
&. 2 liter of coke 
Add toppings $LIO Exp 12/19/97 
• 
" . 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
on the Mainstage • Doudna Fine Arts Center • Charleston, Illinois 
Tickets on sale now at the Theatre Box Office 
Open 1-5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 
one hour before each performance 
• 
Tickets are $9 adult, $7 senior citizen, faculty & staff, $4.50 students 
Phone 581-3110 
for reservations and ticket information 
AITENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES! 
BEl'Ol:Ul YOU LbA YE CAMl'US BE lillJIJS. rou HA YE CHECKED 
11:1H l'ULLUWINU SU 1'1:1A1' ruu CAN CUN11.NUE TU RECEIVE 
JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE FROM CAllEER SERVICES!I 
Complete on-line (or disk) regislmlion. 
Yo.r ~IU will H H availabltJ to b11 nJ11rrtlll 
to prosp«thtt employen that con/act Caner Serllieell. 
Update address and phone number on-line 
(or disk). Employers (and career Serlliees) will be 
abk to contact you al your new address. 
Vacancy Bulletins- Contact C:aner Services if""" 
will no longer H abk to view the vacandss on-line. 
A hard copy can IHI maikd to you each weel.. 
Caner Services- 8- 13, SSB 
581·2412 
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Are they more of a hindrance 
th'iii a help with your finances? 
VISA 
great, 
$2,000 
like a 
major, is 
gan going 
~ a , tit ad to drop 
out two years ago because of his cred-
it problems. 
At one point he owed between 
$6,000 and $7,000 to numerous credit 
card companies. 
"It's embarrassing and you lose self 
esteem," Bryson said. "It's humiliating 
(when) you have trouble making pay-
. ·. ments." . 
He, how~ver, has managed to get his 
payments down. Including his car pay-
ments, he now owes about $2,000. 
Bryson does not come from a family 
with a lot of money so the amount of 
money offered to him on his cards 
seemed even larger and he didn't have 
much practice handling finances . 
"I grew up in a poor family, we 
didn't have a lot of money," Bryson 
said. "That's a lot of money to a poor 
kid:' 
He said one of the worst aspects of 
his credit cards was the interest rates 
jumping from a low rate to a much 
higher rate after so many months. 
"That was a killer," Bryson said. 
He added that the interest rates 
charged on late fees will keep credit 
card abusers in debt for the rest of 
their life if they opt to pay only the 
minimum balance. 
"The amount you are required to 
pay will keep you in debt," Bryson said . 
Bryson, who has since cut up all of 
his credit cards, said he would like to 
get a pay-before-you-charge credit 
account, and only use it for emergen-
cies . 
"If I ever had to do it again, I would 
You have to respect what 
you're doing. Things can 
get out of control if 
you let them." 
get a secured cred-
it card," he said . 
.. Bryson said that to 
·~cay·out of debt, people 
shouldn't charge outside 
of their affordable limit . 
"You have to respect what 
you're doing," Bryson said . 
"Things can get out of control if 
you let them." 
Bryson said he will not be out of 
debt for a long time after college 
because he wants to buy a house 
someday, pay off his college loans and 
get a new car . 
The only difference is that these 
bills will be "at a level where I can 
manage it;' Bryson said . 
He said credit cards can be a big 
temptation, and when people fall for it 
the problems can be overwhelming. 
"It's tempting; it's a big temptation," 
Bryson said. "I fell for it." 
While students can easily fall into 
credit card debt if they are not ca1.1-
tious, many times cr- · 
offers appear quite p 
Tasha, a represen · 
said every Discover 
the Cashback Bonus 
chase made . 
The only transacd 
apply to the Cashba 
ance transfers and 
added . 
The money ea 
Cashback Bonus is g 
customer at the end 
said . 
After every $3,000 
cent is earned on the 
added . 
bonus, she 
Discover which carries no annual 
fee, had approximately 29.7 million 
cardholders in 1996, Tasha said . 
Discover's first-time applicant terms 
depend on whether the applican 
pre-approved or submitting a req 
for a card, Tasha said. There is al 
difference with the handling of col 
applicants. 
"The account isn't looked at any dff~ 
-Brys9n, 
senior 
history 
major 
• 
• 
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Wanted 
WANTED: 1 MALE OR FEMALE 
STUDENT for ultra nice 2 bdr apt. 
across from Buzzard Building. 
Fully furn. avail. after Spring 98. 
Call 348-0157. 
_________ 12115 
NEED EXTRA TICKETS FOR 2 
P.M. graduation. Willing to pay for 
tickets. Call Jennifer 581-2396. 
12111 
EXTRA GRADUATION TICKETS 
NEEDED! Please call Jason at 
348-0682. 
---- .12111 
2 MALES TO MOVE HEAVY PC. 
of furniture in apt. 348-1550 with 
name, phone no., Free times. 
---·----···_12112 
Help Wanted 
"<C•'<•;;';,j<•C'(,;f.;(0;;~<'*'{'';?~y;,;,,,"4'<~<YAV,,:;:»,WC:N.;·>'.-:,;-;;:,;'<;,:;:.,~'<1"'4~'v,;.µ-~• 
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL 
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING 
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL-
OPMENTAL DISABILITIES. 
Monday through Friday evening 
and mid-night shifts or weekend 
shifts available. Flexible schedul-
ing also available. No experience 
necessary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be obtainea 
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th 
Street, Charleston, IL 61920 
E.O.E. 
--~------1/29 
NOW HIRING SUMMER STAFF 
FOR G.IRL SCOUT RESIDENT 
CAMP. Certified lifeguards, 
cooks, counselors, unit leaders, 
program directors, and LPN/EMT 
openings. Camp is located out-
side Ottawa, IL on 260 wooded 
acres. Only those serious about 
working with the youth of today 
while learning/teaching valuable 
outdoor living skills need apply. 
June 14, 1998-August 1, 1998. 
Complete training provided. 
Minorities encouraged to apply. 
For application write or call: 
TGSC, 1533 Spencer Road, 
Joliet, IL 60433 or 815-723-3449. 
_______ 12115 
BRAND NEW Western Digital 1.6 
Gigabyte Hard Drive. Call Ben 
581-2862. 
---- ______ 12112 
GARY FISHER Mtn. Bike Great 
condition. Rock Shocks, comput-
er, etc: $500 OOet-65122:· 
-----···· 12115 
'!!STUDENTS!!! WILL YOU BE 
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS 
BREAK?? IS HOME IN THE 
NORTH. NORTHWEST OR 
WEST SUBURBS OF CHICA-
GO??? II yes, worK with us at 
RGIS taking inventory in retail 
stores. Work on your break and 
possibly when you go back to 
school. $7.50/hour- No experi-
ence necessary- Paid training. 
Cali now to schedule interview for 
December. EOE. North office-
.. )es Plaines 847-296-3031 West 
Office- Downers Grove 630-434-
C\396. 
12111 
VOLUNTEERS URGENTLY 
SOUGHT for Children's gymnas-
tic program- Aero Imps. Starts 
January 13, 1998. Tues 4-7/ 
Thursday 4-6. Call Dr. Scott A. 
G.M. Crawford, 581-6363. 
_________ 12/15 
RGIS INVENTORY SPECIAL-
ISTS The nations leading inven-
tory company is seeking students 
in the Dupage county area for 
inventory work during Christmas 
and semester breaks. No experi-
ence necessary, will train. Both 
day and evening hours available. 
$7.50! hour to start. II interested 
call (630)434-0398 or 1-800-390-
3371. 
________ 12115 
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION 
COMPUTER OPERATORS 
WANTED, Part-time and full-time 
positions available 2nd semester. 
Must have desktop experience, 
QuarkXpress, Pagernaker. Call 
345-9194. 
12/15 
LOOKING TO HIRE FOR SP 98, 
those who have 8-10 a.rn. and/or 
10 a.rn.-12 p.rn. intervals avail-
able. Must have excellent typing 
skills, be able to answer multi-line 
phones, accepting ads, and be 
able to work in a busy atmo-
sphere. Apply in person M-F 
between 2-4:30 p.m. at the 
Student Publications office below 
the Bowling Alley. 
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 
mailing our circulars. No experi-
ence required. Free information 
packet. Call 410-347-1475 
_________ 12115 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544 
for information. 
_________ 12115 
TIS THE SEASON TO MAKE 
MONEY! Careers USA wants to 
help you line up your Christmas 
stocking with cash!! We have 
temporary assignments for office 
& warehouse work in the 
Northwest & Western suburbs of 
Chicago. Learn valuable skills 
iha:t wilt help- you-get-a jot; after 
graduation! Call Today. (847)843-
2222- Schaumburg or 
(630)9713333- Lisle. 
--- . --- . __ 12115 
For Rent 
MCARTHUR/MANOR APART-
MENTS now leasing for fall '98, 2 
bedroom furnished apt., 345-
2231 
NO 
Utilities, laundry & your own 
room. $400/rnonth. 345-1284. 
Non-smoking female. Available 
Now. 
_________ 12/15 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Address: ______________ _ 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only)------------
Person accepting ad, _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: :I Cash :I Check Q Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
Phone: ________ Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ---------------
Ad to read: 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. · 
advertisin The Daily Eastern News 
For Rent 
NO LEASE, FREE FOOD UTILl-
T I ES, LAUNDRY AND YOUR 
OWN ROOM. $400/month. 345-
1284. Non-Smoking female. 
Avail. now 
_________ 12114 
A FEW 2 AND 3 BDR. UNITS 
near Buzzard Building. Fully furn. 
still avail. for next year. Call 348-
0157. 
12/15 
SUMMER 98 ONLY. If you're 
attending 5 or 8 week sessions: 2 
and 3 bdr units still available. 
Fully furn. Lincoln St. and rnid-
campus locations. Call 348-0157 
or leave voice mail. 
12115 
ONE, TWO AND THREE BDRM 
APARTMENTS. Close to campus. 
Call for availability. Old Towne 
Management 345-6533. 
12/15 
FOR RENT: 1 BR, Spring 
Semester, 1 Large, Nicely 
Decorated, Furnished Apartment 
581-7729 (Day), 345-6127 (Eve). 
_________ 12/15 
For Rent 
FOR RENT: Brittany Ridge Apts 5 
Students for 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths, townhouse with fridge, 
stove, dishwasher and 
washer/dryer. $200/ person. 12 
month lease. 348-8886 leave 
message. 
--_...--....,......--............ -12115 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE, 2 bed-
room, furnished 2-4 people for 
Spring 1998. Call 348-6119 
_________ 12111 
Sub lessors 
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS needed 1 male sublessor 
to share a 2 bedroom furnished 
apt. 345-2231 
12115 10R_2._S_U_B_L_E_S_S_O_R_S_N-EEDED 
FOR SPRING AND OR SUM-
MER. Furnished apartment. 
Close to campus. Call 348-8845. 
12/11 
SUBLESSOR(S_) _N_E_E_D_E_D! Jan.1 
-May 31. Spacious 2 br. central 
air/heat. $450/rno. Call Matthew 
@ 348-6132. 
Sublessors 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED-Spring 
Semester own bedroom fully fur-
nished close to campus. Rent 
negotiable. 348-6611. 
_________ 12112 
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED to 
share 2 bedroom apt. for SP 98. 
Call 348-6253. 
_________ 12/15 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Jan 1-
June 1, 98. Nice 1 Br apt. 1 block 
from square. $250/rnonth. Trash 
and water paid. Call 348-1903. 
_________ 12115 
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Sp 98, 
Atrium-vary nice, furnished. 
$181/rnonth. First month FREE! 
Call Chad 348-6371. 
_________ 12/12 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: 1 male 
for Spring and Summer 98. Close 
to campus, quiet, low rent. Call 
Justin at 618-378-3463. 
_________ 12/12 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for 
Spring & Summer 98. 1 BR Apt. 
fully furnished including dish-
washer, water and trash paid. 
Across from campus. Call Jason-
345-4720. 
Sublessors 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR- Spring 
98. 4 bedroom house. Own room. 
$175 a rnonth(negotiable). Call 
581-2167. 
_________ 12/15 
1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED for Spring 98. $220 a month. 
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. 
Close to campus. Call 345-5692. 
_________ 12/12 
Roommates 
1-2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for 
Spring '98 for U-court apart. Own 
room or roommate. Quiet. 581-
8127. Ask for Joanna or leave 
message. 
12115 
1 ROOMMATE NEEDED; nicest 
apartment on campus, rent nego-
tiable. Call Chris @ 348-6378. 
_________ 12112 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
FOR SPRING 98 3 br apt. Own 
room. Park Place. $151 + utilities. 
Call Tami or Jamie at 345-5830. 
·----··· ___ 12/12 
1 FEMALE NEEDED to share 3 
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 98-
99 SCHOOL YEAR. No Pets 
$235/rno.-12 mo. lease Call 345-
3148. 
---"--"-----~12/15 
FALL 1 AND Z BEDROOM FUR-
NISH ED APARTMENT. Trash 
and water, 10 month lease. 345-
5048. 
12/12 12115 bedroom apt. Close to campus, 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED-SPRING SUBLESSOR NEEDED for one furnished, low rent. Call 348-
'98. 4 Bedroom house, own room. bedroom apt. for Spring semester 6297. 
Close to square. $150 a month and summer if needed. Water 12/12 
Call 345-2685. . included. Calf 348-6178. · . .. ROOMMATE WANTED .. Single 
• 1 ·· '•. '''"'., 12.1rn .• ~ ... .1.,,,,,., .. ·· •·111 • .: ·•' .. :;Jili115 g, tattie'r~fil 1e>oK1i'lg'f!5rS&'llieooe·~ 
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED, 2 MONTHS RENT FREE. 1 or 2 share 4 bedrQQotnl.D®~l!lnii.:>i 
SPRING 98 Nicely furnished 6 s~blessors needed for newly fur- . Available . .J<in 'l?~;"$?J?Qlqw»tl:w? 
12/12 
SINGLE APT. FOR RENT. 
Available for Spring. Basic fur-
nishings, gas and water provided. 
$250/rnonth. Dave 345-2171 9 
a.rn.-11 a.m. 
bedroom house own room rnshed apartment. Close to earn- Contact P.O. Box 1'Hi'i; MaitooH,' · 
w/cable, Live w/ 5 girls, off street pus. Low Rent. Call 345-4114. IL 61938. 
parking, washer & dryer. Rent 12/15 _________ 12/12 
_______ 12/12 
Negotiable. 348-1623. 
12/12 
suBl.ccEc:-s-=-s..,.o-=R-N,.-cE--E=-D=-E,....D-: Spring 
98, Close to Campus, furnished, 
low utilities, own bedroom. Spring Semester housing avail-
able for one to 5 persons. C21 
Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood, bro-
ker. 
Contact Ray 345-6370! BLACK STUDENT UNION Attention to all members of BSl,J, money for 
_________ 12111 raffle tickets are due this Friday, December 12 by 4:00 p.rn. No 
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED Excuses! 
SPRING '98 FOR 8 BEDROOM ROTC Lab today at 3 p.m. in McAfee Gym. Uniform is BDU, boots and _______ 12115 
3 Female roommates needed for 
large, unique apt. 2 blocks from 
campus, recently remodeled old 
church building. Call 348-0819 
ask for Jim. 
HOUSE. Own room, close to soft cap. Don't forget about the Commissioning Ceremony on Sat. Dec. 
campus on 7th Street. Call 345- 13@ 12 p.m. in LH main auditorium. 
8601. BETA ALPHA PSI Social meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall rm 
_________ 12112 029. 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED PANEL DISCUSSION Panel discussion on organ donation today at 7 
_________ 12115 Spring 98. Own room. Fully fur- p.rn. in Coleman Hall room 120. 
HOUSE FOR RENT 2ND nished. $225/rnonth. Close to THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT Meeting today 
SEMESTER located at 501 Taylor campus. Call Melaina ASAP 348- at 7:30 p.rn. ·in 121 Coleman Hall. Last meeting of the semester. 
for 3 or 4 people. For more info 6685. Everyone welcome! 
call 345-6011 before 5:00 or 345- ... 12/12 SIGMA RHO EPSILON Mandatory meeting today at 5:30 p.rn. for offi-
···9462 after ii;30, Ask f.or-l·any.-UNl.VERbll=¥ ... ·GQYR-T- ·Afl.T, .. --cars ·ani:re·-p.m:formembers. To11lgl1l is eteclio11s- eve1yo11e crn11e to 
Possible for 2 parties to share. Available for Spring 98. 1-3 peo- vote. All faculty is invited to attend. 
expenses & live in same house! pie. Call Valerie 348-8941 or 232- NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today 
12/15 9389. from 3:30-4:30 p.rn. in Newman Chapel. 
HOUSES FOR RENT IN NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily mass today at 12:05 p.m. in 
CHARLESTON: 1 BR $225- 2 BR nice 1 Newman Chapel. 
$475. Ph. 235-1080 or 752-6706. bedroom apartment. All utilities INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Christmas Party today at 
12/15 included except cable and phone. 7 p.m. in Andrews Hall basement. 
FEMALE -FULL'rFuRNISHED $375/rnonth. Call Paul 345-7964. 
HOUSE. own bedroom. All utili- ---~-------12/12 
ties paid, security required. 348- SUBLESSOR NEEDED for 
0699 or leave message. Spring and summer 98. All utili-
12/15 ties included. Furnished. Call 
HOUSEMATE FULLY-FUR- 348-6331 
NISHED HOUSE, OWN BED-
ROOM. NON-SMOKER. must 
like aogs. Security required. 348-
0392 after 5 or leave message. 
--·---------· 12/12 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED ASAP 
FOR SPRING 98. LOW RENT, 
own room, very close to campus. 
Call Jessica at 348-5249. --- ___ .12/15 
ACROSS 
1 Literary olios 
sSome nerve 
10 They go over 
your part 
14 Sweater eater 
11 "--- Knows" 
(Dion & the 
Belmonts hit) 
16 Chase in the 
movies 
17 Group endured 
chickenhouse 
disaster? 
20Enduring 
21 Mistreat 
22 Relatives of 
Rafael 
23 Oversupply 
24 Spirit of an evil 
evil spirit? 
12/12 
~·····----·····---
29 Overturn 56 Noted 
30 Billy goat's bleat actress-model 
31 Sch. liaisons 57 Creepy 
33 Fury 58 Lug 
34 Texas's 59 F.D.R. 's Scottie 
Houston 60 Towels 
35 Prefix with 
system 
38 Rudely terse 
38 Bristle on barley 
39 Inviolate 
42 Lass specified 
madras? 
45 With 49-Down, 
"The Firm" actor 
48 Smelter's stuff 
47 -- rasa (clean 
slate) 
50 Periodic 
payments 
54 Significant 
danger to beef? 
61 Over 
DOWN 
1 Prefix with polar 
2 Group standard 
3 Bit 
4 Grow rapidly 
5 Treading the 
boards 
&Kcompound 
1 Die, e.g. 
8 Daugtiter of 
Cadmus, in 
myth 
9 Every garc;on 
has one 
---.----. to Sledder's 
starting point 
--.+--+--i-'-111 Big surname in 
baseball 
12 W.B.A. stats 
13 "Smooth 
Operator'" 
singer 
ta Kmd of press 
""'-t..;;;;;.-t--t 19 Nasty bugs 
~--i-;;;..i-;- 23 Island 
discovered by 
Magellan 
-------.......,. 24 Discussion 
opportunity 
..,,...""""4""'-4'"-"I 25 Field of butfos 
..... _.__, ..... 2& Yemeni.'s 
neighbor 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or !undraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF 
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as 
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday. 
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT 
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or 
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for 
available space. 
Pu22le by Cathy Millllauser 
27 Starter homes? 44 Country singer 
28 Spiked West 
29 Quirk 47 Weekly 
"Whew'" 
32 Turf 48 First word of the 
34 Pen that swims "Aeneid" 
37 Baja California 49 See 45-Across 
city 
38 Chagrined 
39 Pixies 
40 Beth's preceder 
41 City NNE of 
Naples 
.a Airhead 
50 Indira's dress 
51 Gas in Vegas 
52 Number in a 
letter 
53 Worry 
55Aye 
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, Blood drive 260 pints short· of goal 
By HEATHER CYGAN 
Campus editor 
The American Red Cross 
blood drive is currently 260 
donors short of their weekly 
goal of 900. 
The Red Cross expected 
Lawson Hall and Stevenson Hall 
to bring in 450 donors each by 
the end of the week. 
Lawson Hall brought in 52 
healthy blood donors 
Wednesday although 57 donors 
came in, said Kim Hengehold, a 
registered nurse for the 
American Red Cross. 
As of Wednesday, Lawson 
Hall attracted 190 donors, which 
is 255 donors short of their 
expectations, Hengehold said. 
The number of blood dona-
tions Wednesday at Stevenson 
Hall also have been below 
expectations. 
Wednesday Stevenson Hall 
collected 41 pints of blood and 
deferred four people, said Dawn 
Garner, a registered nurse for 
the American Red Cross. 
"We hope that it will pick 
up," Garner said. 
The American Red Cross has 
held drives at various colleges 
and Hengehold said the colleges 
are very different than Eastern. 
Hengehold said sne believes 
the drive at Eastern is "different 
because the kids live (at 
Eastern)." 
Students can still give blood 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday 
and Friday in the lobby of 
Stevenson Hall and the Lawson 
Hall lobby and basement. 
Lawson Hall is not only col-
lecting whole blood but platelets 
as well. 
Belgium flushes out private toilets 
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - Giving all 626 
deputies in the European Union assembly their own 
private bathroom is a waste of money, a Belgian 
lawmaker declared Wednesday. 
"Each of the tiny, individual bathroom units in 
the new parliament building cost $14,790. That's 
completely incredible," said Jaak 
Vandemeulebroucke, a member of the parliament's 
Rainbow Group. . . · 
Shower curtains were installed, then changed to 
Plexiglass at an extra $550 per bathroom, 
Vandemeulebroucke added. 
He said many deputies were upset with the high 
price of the bathrooms built in the Espace Leopold 
building, a massive glass-and-concrete construction 
in central Brussels. 
The lawmaker also denounced a parliament deci-
sion last week to restrict access to the building for 
reporters, photographers and television crews. 
"This European building should be a model of 
democracy, instead of which it's gone back to the 
19th century," he said. 
9 
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor 
Drink up 
Ryan Lynch, a professor of education psychology, Wednesday explains 
about drinking alcohol in the Life Science building. He explained how 
to drink alcohol in moderation to have more fun, to avoid troubles, 
and to save money. About 70 students listen to the lecture, sponsored 
by Delta Chi. 
Rapid population growth leading to potential world food shortage 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Unless population growth slows 
and farm production increases 
dramatically, by 2025 there 
won't be enough food for the 
world's projected 8 billion hun-
gry mouths, according to a 
Johns Hopkins University 
study. 
to roughly two children per 
woman - a level that would 
only replace people who die -
the world will add about l bil-
lion people every 20 years, the 
study predicted. 
The study's author, Don 
Hinrichsen, a United Nations 
Population Fund senior consul-
tant, said about I 00 million 
women want better family plan-
ning but do not use contracep-
tives, some because they don't 
know how or can't get them and 
others because their cultures 
disapprove. 
"Helping couples prevent 
unintended pre gnancies by pro-
viding family planning would 
slow the growth in the demand 
for food," Hinrichsen said 
Wednesday. 
in the United States and other 
developed nations, he said. 
If fertility rates do not drop 
Without major advances in 
agriculture, there is simply not 
enough available land to grow 
the necessary food. 
In order to do that, contra-
ceptive use in developing coun-
tries should increase from 50 
percent to 73 percent - the level 
Otherwise, production of 
food would have to double by 
2025 if each person is to enjoy 
what the United Nations defines 
as food security: constant 
access to enough safe and nutri-
tious food to "maintain a 
healthy and active life." 
classified advertising 
Travel 
SPRING BREAK '98. Best Prices 
to Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida. Group Discounts & Free 
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn 
Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-234-
7007. http://www.endlesssum-
mertours.com 
~~-------12115 
CANCUN & MAZATLAN: Don't 
miss out on the HOTTEST Spring 
Break destinations in Mexico. 
Airfare, 7 nights hotel, transfers, 
raging parties. For brochure or 
earning FREE trip. 1,8().0-~95-
4896 (www.collegetours.C<>m). 
_________ 12112 
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST 
PRICES, ALL SPRING BREAK 
LOCATIONS. Florida, Cancun, 
etc. from $89, register your group 
or be our campus rep. Inter-
Campus programs. 800-327-
6013. www.icpt.com. 
_________ 12115 
For Sale 
DRAFTING TABLE, 43" x 72" 
adjustable wood top, metal frame 
w/ 3 side & 1 long top drawers. 
$200($900 new) will deliver. 217-
Announcements 
CHRONIC ITCH AT WITH NOTH-
1 NG PERSONAL AT STUS on 
Thursday, December 11th at 9:30 
p.m. 
_________ 12111 
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK 
STABLES now booking for Spring 
semester. February beach par-
ties. Early booking rates. Call Mr. 
Ed- 348-1424. 
_________ 12112 
CHRONIC ITCH'S LAST SHOW 
at EIU with special guests NOTH-
ING PERSONAL at STU'S on 
Thursday, December 11th at 9:30 
p.m. 
---~-----12111 
HAVE A FRIEND WHO NEEDS 
ARRESTED? Sexy cop stripper & 
more ... 348-8498. 
_________ 12111 
SAT. DEC. 13 HELP MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE. Benefit for the 
Make a Wish Foundation at Reds 
Place in Mattoon. Starts at 2 p.m. 
till ?? Must be 21 with picture l.D. 
~--------12112 
NOTHING PERSONAL WITH 
CLEVELAND STEAMER, 
Saturday, December 13 at Ted's. 
For free rides, call 348-6274. 
_________ 12112 
347-0268. -----------
_________ 12112 Personals 
'92 YAMAHA FZR, great cond., ---- -------
new brakes, helmet, cover, 
$2,200. 581-6866. 
_________ 12112 
DOUBLE SIZE FUTON FOR 
SALE. Excellent condition. Call 
581-8179. 
_________ 12115 
Announcements 
COME CHECK OUT CHRONIC 
ITCH'S LAST SHOW AT E.l.U. 
before their move to Arizona at 
Stu's on Thursday December 
11th at 9 p.m. with special guests 
NOTHING PERSONAL. 
_________ 12/11 
SUNDAY DEC. 14 STARTING AT 
9 A.M. Go to the TKE House to 
relieve your stress with a profes-
sional massage therapist. The 
cost will be $10 for 10 minutes. 
_________ 12112 
SIG KAPS: Remember after today 
you must stand for Deluca, Potts, 
McBrayer, Lamcyzk, Kirky and 
Olis! But no clapping permitted! 
_________ 12/11 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU wishes good 
luck to all our graduating seniors. 
We will miss you! 
_________ 12111 
TRANG, Congratulations! I wish 
you weren't leaving so soon. You'll 
be missed always. Forever 
Friends, Donna. 
_________ 12/11 
ERIN, Congratulations! Be pre-
pared for a crazy weekend. You'll 
be missed. Love, Donna, Traci, 
Sharon and Shelly. 
________ -12111 
CONGRATULATIONS Barbie, 
Tracey, Lyndsey, Nicole, Michelle, 
Allison and all my other Kappa 
Delta sisters on going active. Love 
inAOT, Kim. 
_________ 12111 
Personals 
CONGRATS TO ALL THE NEW 
OFFICERS OF ALPHA PHI. You 
ladies will do a wonderful job. A-
Phi love, Your Sisters. 
_________ 12111 
TO THE EXA EXEC BOARD, 
Thanks for all your hard work this 
semester! Have a relaxing break. 
You all deserve it . Love, Michelle. 
_________ 12111 
LIZ PESKOWITS OF KAPPA 
DELTA: Congratulations on going 
active. Love, Jeff. 
_________ 12/11 
Doonesbury 
Personals 
TO ALL THE GRADUATING 
SENIORS OF TRI-SIGMA: 
Thanks for all your hard work and 
dedication you have put into the 
chapter. You will all be missed! 
Love, Your Sisters. 
_________ 12111 
SONGI KIM AND COURTNEY 
CRUISE OF TRI-SIGMA: 
Congratulations on making 
Panhel Cabinet. We're so proud 
of you. Love, Your Sisters. 
_________ 12/11 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
Personals 
LISA BEDO, MICHELLE SHAHIN 
AND STACEY LARSON OF 
ALPHA PHI: Congratulations on 
making the Iii sis/ Iii bro 
Christmas Party such a success. 
You ladies did a wonderful job. A-
Phi love, Your Sisters. 
_________ 12111 
KELLY "IS SO" KUHL OF BETA 
SIGMA GAMMA, Congratulations 
on getting lavaliered to FEAR-
DAY! Your Beta Sig sisters are so 
happy for you! Beta love, Stacey 
and Julie. 
_________ 12111 
Personals 
THE SIGMA NU'S would like to 
wish everybody good luck on 
finals, a safe break, a Merry 
Christmas, a Happy Hannukah, a 
Happy New Years eve, a Happy 
New Years day, a Happy New 
Years two days after and anything 
else we forgot! 
_________ 12111 
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise! 
It pays to advertise in the Daily 
Eastern News. 
________ 00/HA 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
10 
NFL looks to end official intimidation 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
NFL asked its 30 teams not to bad-
ger or attempt to intimidate officiat-
ing crews during games, The 
Washington Post reported 
Wednesday. 
The newspaper, citing NFL 
sources it did not name, said com-
missioner Paul Tagliabue sent the 
request in a Nov. 26 memo to team 
owners, coaches and general man-
agers. 
It followed the Dallas Cowboys-
Washington Redskins game Nov. 
16 in Dallas when Cowboys owner 
Jerry Jones paced the sidelines , 
berating officials during the second 
half. 
The memo also requested. that 
teams honor league policy and 
restrict postgame complaints 
regarding "officiating and oppo-
nents' tactics" to confidential 
reports made directly to the league, 
the Post said. 
"It is important to avoid conduct 
that may be interpreted as an effort 
to intimidate or influence officials 
during the game," the Post quoted 
the memo as saying. "Contact with 
officials during a game should be 
limited to the coaching staff and 
players in uniform only." 
Following the Cowboys' last-
minute, 17-14 victory over 
Washington, Redskins coach Norv 
Turner suggested that Jones' 
behavior may have influenced offi-
cials. 
Bears add three running backs to roster 
LAKE FOREST (AP) The Chicago Bears have 
made several changes in their active roster, signing 
free-agent running back Ronnie Harmon and 
Philadelphia practice squad running back James Allen. 
spring but was waived in the Oilers' final cut. 
Hicks has been with the Bears for two seasons and 
was waived in the final cuts in August and later signed 
to the practice squad. 
The Bears on Tuesday also activated running back 
Michael Hicks from their practice squad. 
To make room for the players, the Bears placed run-
ning back Raymont Harris on injured reserve, waived 
veteran center Evan Pilgrim and are working out an 
injury settlement with Keith Jennings. 
Harmon, 33, was waived by the Tennessee Oilers in 
November. The 5-foot-11, 192-pounder entered the 
season tied for third with Keith Byers in NFL history 
in receptions by running backs with 564. 
Allen, a 5-foot-10, 212-pounder from Oklahoma, 
was an undrafted free agent signed by Tennessee in the 
Harris became the seventh Chicago player to rush 
for 1,000 yards, but his season ended when he broke 
his left leg in the third quarter of Sunday's game 
against the Buffalo Bills. 
Last year Akers was chosen as 
Ohio Valley Conference Coach of 
the Year because he led the men's 
team to the conference champi-
onship. 
The women were not as suc-
cessful as the men, as they fin-
ished in fifth place in the ave. 
"We're looking pretty good. 
We've got a lot of new faces," 
Akers said. 
The men will return two con-
ference champions to the track. 
Sophomore 55-meter sprinter 
Cameron Mabry and senior 3,000 
meter steeple chase champion 
Todd Moroney will both compete 
for the Panthers at the meet. 
"Basically we are going to rely 
on our upperclassmen to step it up 
and to compete the way that they 
did last year," Akers said. 
He said about one third of team 
suiting up tomorrow are fresh-
men. 
"Last years squad graduated 79 
of our conference points," Akers 
said. 
Of the seniors which left the 
team, they accounted for 79 
points. The men's team won its 
indoor season by 70 points and 
outdoors by 52. 
With that hole to fill, Akers 
said it will not be easy. 
"I've been real impressed with 
the new faces coming in with 
their work ethic. They don't take 
a back seat to the seniors. They 
are always up there challenging 
the upperclassmen," Akers said. 
Assistant men's and women's 
coach John Mclnerney said the 
teams are ready for some compe-
tition. Both teams began pre-sea-
son practice in early September 
and began full five-day practice in 
the middle of October. 
"They just want to compete 
against anybody in another uni-
form," Mcinerney said. "It's 
important for us to get into the 
swing. Track is ready to get going 
and hopefully the distance people 
will be ready to go just like every-
body else." 
The men's and women's teams 
are not at full strength yet with 
injuries and others that are not yet 
ready for competition. 
This season there are 56 men 
on team and 44 on the women's. 
The men's team will have to be 
cut, though, according to Title IX 
legislation. 
"We have to get our (men's) 
squad size down to 36 for the 
Office of Civil Right's purposes," 
Akers said. 
The Daily Eastern News 
Add a little magic to your holiday. 
Christmas plants & 
arrangements starting 
at $850 
Give the Mickey 11.finnie 
Carolers Bouquet by 
Telef/.ora. 
Crafted in ceramic and 
hand-painted, the Mickey & 
Minie Carolers Bouquet 
ini a holiday treat that will 
warm your home for 
seasons to come.A votive 
candel adds a warm glow to 
the charming scene. To send 
this memorabl gift anywhere 
in the lJ.S. or Canada, 
Just call or visit our shop. 
31elefiora: Noble Flower Shop 
... 
. ~ '~~~~\ 1. II~ s"\ \lt~C~ Twas the week 1t .,.; ~ ~ before finals and all through the street 
students were hungry and 
wanting to eat. The books 
were all opened in the carrels 
with care in hopes that the 
Bamba man soon would be 
there. The students were 
restless from a long night 
out, while visions of burritos 
danced all about. 
1415 Fourth St. 
348 - 0911 
Open 11 am -
after the bars dose 
"BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!®" 
Pick up a LaBambas Gift Certificate! 
USED CDs 
Oldetowne Management Inc. 
1408 Sixth Street 2171345-6533 
Now Leasing for '98-'99 
*Oldetownne Apts. 
* 1420 6th St. Apts. 
*Heritage Apts. 
*4th & Buchanan 
a.oc.t.d It 4th & Uncoln 
IA< ..... fr..,,, H.11nl••'tl 
$·5···9··s· ~:_'J ·< .. · . 
TODAY ONLY!! PllkJW WN Gattia PG13 Fri Sat 7:00 9:20 Sat 
~ffii42:i.ll.rtU!j: Thur 7;00 ~ 
In & 9ut PG13 Fri Sat 7:30 9:40 Sat 
S\111. !'!ll 2: 15 $lJrt.~ Tiiru 7:30 only 
345-0LDE 
Sigma Kappa would like to extend 
Best Wishes to our Seniors leaving 
in December 
The students of the School of 
Technology would like to take 
this opportunity to thank Effective Nov 1th thru 13th ue~in~l 
I Know What You Did Lats 
-
-
-
• 
Colleen Deluca 
Jennifer Kirk 
Jennifer Lamczyk 
Jackie .McBrayer 
.Meghan Olis 
Keri Potts for her outstanding services as 
our academic advisor. 
R [2:45] 5:15-7:30 10:00 
Red Comer R 
[2:30} 5:00 7:45 10:20 
Kin The Girls R 
[2:15] 5:00 7:4510:15 
Mad City PG13 
[1:45] 4:30 7:15 9:50 
Bean PG13 
[2:00] 4:15 6:45 9:00 
Devil's Advocate R 
[1 :30] 4:45 8:00 
Switth!mck R 
[1:15]4:457:3010:10 
StlMip TfOC'Jf*t R 
[1:00} 4:QQ_J:.QQ~:~~IT~ 
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PANTHERS.frompageJ2 TRANSFER from page 12 
game. In fourth place in the conference 
right now is Whitehorn with 7.5 rebounds 
a game. 
After the Western game, the Panthers 
take a week off before returning home to 
play Wash-ington and Jefferson on Dec. 
20. 
"We're just thinking about Western 
lllinois right now," Samuels said 
"Hopefully we will be prepared for when 
the next Saturday comes." 
Two days after the home game, Eastern 
begins a four-game road trip with a game 
on Dec. 22 at Evansville. Aces' 
head coach Jim Crews returns five players 
from the team that made it to the National 
Invitational Tournament finals last year. 
The leading returning scorer from last 
year's Aces squad is junior guard Marcus 
Wilson who averaged 15.7 points last 
year. The other returner that scored in 
double figures last year is a product of 
Lakeland College, senior forward Chris 
Hollender. 
Hollender averaged 11.8 points last 
year and is also the team's top returning 
rebounder, with 5.7 boards per game. 
The second game in the four-game road 
trip will be at East Lansing, Mich. to face 
Big 10 power Michigan State. 
"We just have to be as well prepared as 
we can and play well," Samuels said. "We 
have to play physically because I know 
they will be big and strong. We'll just see 
what happens." 
The Spartans top returner is sophomore 
guard Matteen Cleaves, who was third on 
the team with a I 0.2 points-per-game 
average last year. 
Another big returner for Michigan 
State is junior forward Antonio Smith, 
who was fourth on the team with 8.5 
points per game and led the Spartans with 
10.5 rebounds per game last year. 
Last year, the Spartans ended up 17-12 
overall and 9-9 in the Big IO. 
status, is very encouraging. 
"It's a building process," Hughes said. 
"I hope when he's a junior and senior that 
he gets to the national tournament. I see 
him being at the national tournament, 
being ranked and an All-American." 
Russow said despite his recent showing 
at Northern Iowa, the transition to Eastern 
has been a slow one. 
"This is the first time I've wrestled 
Division I," he said. "Everyone is real fast. 
I just have to get in shape a little more. 
My main goal is just to qualify for the 
national tournament. It's possible if I keep 
on improving." 
While the Panthers have several 
wrestlers in each weight class challenging 
for a spot in the starting lineup, Russow is 
the lone heavyweight. 
Hughes said that can be negative as the 
season rolls on. 
"He has another kid that wrestles with 
him every day and he has kids to work out 
with," Hughes said. "It is bad that he 
doesn't have to challenge every week (for 
a spot in the starting lineup)." . 
The road to Eastern has not been an 
easy one for Russow. After attending 
Bradley-Bour-bonnais High School and 
winning the heavyweight championship 
his senior year, Russow was offered a 
football scholarship to Illinois State, but 
opted to wrestle instead. To Russow's dis-
may, ISU dropped its wrestling program. 
He was without a spot on the football team 
and had nowhere to wrestle. 
After not competing in any sport at 
Illinois State, the next season he trans-
ferred to Lincoln College. 
While things seemed to have worked 
out for Russow this early in the season at 
Eastern, he said his role on the team is to 
go out on the mat and win as many match-
es as possible. 
'Tm never one of those guys that tries 
to be a leader," he said. 
Free-agent Hershiser signs contract with San Francisco Giants 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
The San Francisco Giants on 
Tuesday).s.i•gned<>ffee agent 
piteher Orel Hershiser, a key 
part of the Cleveland Indians' 
Amer-ican League champi-
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season with a 4.47 ERA in 32 
starts with the Indians. But he 
slumped in the playoffs and the 
World Series, going 0-2 in five 
starts. The Florida Marlins beat 
the Indians in seven games to 
50¢ 
lcehouse 
Drafts 
1 Amarretto and 
win the World Series. 
Over 14 major league sea-
sons, 11 of which were spent 
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a 3.25 ERA. His wins rank him 
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and won the National League 
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Indoor track opens season with Early Bird Meet 
lya.E RENFRO 
Ssgts editor 
More than 300 track and field 
athletes will converge on Eastern 
today for the first indoor meet of. 
the season, the EIU Early Bird. 
Field events are scheduled to 
begin at 4 p.m. and 1llruling events 
are slated for 4:30 p.m. for both 
men's and women's teams in the 
one-day event 
At the meet for the first time in 
~tern's history the women's pole 
vault event will be competed. 1bis 
is the first year that the sport is rec-
ognized in the NCAA. Alethea 
Bodden will compete for the 
Panthers in the event. 
Teams from Butler, th~ 
U.niversity of Indianapolis·, 
&utJlern Illinois University at 
Edwardsville and Monmouth 
University along with Parkland, 
Danville, Florissant Valley and 
Vmcinnes Junior Colleges will all 
compete with 38 women and 27 
men on the Panther track and field 
teams. 
"We're looking forward to see-
ing how we measure up against 
some competition," said men's 
head coach Tom Akers. "We're 
really pleased with our progress, 
but until we have a direct measure-
ment it's hard to say." 
See EARLY page JO 
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor 
Freshman pole vaulter Josh Stroot, a member of the Eastern track team, practices Wednesday afternoon in the lAntz Fieldhouse. Both the mens 
and womens teams open the season today with the Early Bird Meet. 
Panthers face busy schedule over semester break 
By MATT WILSON At this point in the per game. 
AMoclate sports editor season, both Eastern ME"'s _L The team's top re- Dec.6. Middle Tennessee is led in scoring by 
sophomore guard/forward Freddie 
Martinez, who ranks eighth in the confer-
ence for points with an average of 15.2 per 
game. A ·lot of Martinez's points come 
from the perimeter, as he has hit 14-of-28 
three's. 
The game at Western Illinois on 
Saturday will be the last game for the 
Panther basketball team before the Eastern 
campus takes off for winter break. 
Eastern plays seven games over the 
break, with four of those being on the road. 
Panther head coach Rick Samuels said 
he hopes the break will be used for one 
major thing. 
1
'1ltis is a time when we need to take 
advantage and prepare for the conference 
run," Samuels said. "All games after the 
break are in the conference." 
•Four of the games the Panthers play in 
<l!ter break are conference games. The first 
df these games is Jan. 3 at Eastern 
Kentucky and then on Jan. 5 at Morehead 
State. 
Kentucky and Morehead Basketball IJllli bounder at this point is 
find themselves at the schedule ~;ttm' senior forward Daniel 
bottom of the Ohio Sutton, who is third in the 
Valley Conference stand- Dec. 13 J-35 p.m. at Western Illinois conference with a 7 .6 
ings with 0-2 records. 20 2 p.m. -Wash. & Jefferson rebounds per game aver-
Samuels said he has 22.__ 735 p.m. at Evansville age. 
27 I p.m. at Michigan State 
not even considered the Morehead State is cur-Jan. 3 315 p.m. at E. Kentucky 
fact that these two teams 5 645 p.m. at Morehead State rently in last place in 
are winless in conference 8 7 p.m. Middle Tennessee scoring offense, averag-
action. 10 7 p.m. Tennessee Tech ing 58.3 points per game. 
"It's a little early to '-------------' The Eagles are also in last 
read into that," he said. 'These are our first place in the conference in field goal per-
two games on the road and you have tO be centage, as they have hit 36 percent of their 
on your best and get some breaks to win on shots from the floor. 
the road." The Panthers then return home oo Jig. 8 
After two conference games, the and 10 to play Middle Tonnes~ ind 
Colonels are led in scoring by junior Tennessee Tech. Middle Tennessee is one 
guard/forward Mark Williams who is sixth of the four remaining undefeated teams in 
in the OVC with an average of 15.8 points the OVC, as it won at Tennessee Tech on 
The top rebounder for Middle right now 
is senior forward Aylton Tesch, who aver-
ages 5.6 boards per game. 
With the loss to Middle, Tech is 0-1 in 
conference play. The leading scorer for the 
Golden Eagles is junior forward Alex 
Franco with a 15 points-per-game average. 
Right behfod Fran~ is junio C~l.f.,ll 
Wesley Whitehorn, Who currentl 
13.7}k>ints per game. 
Franco is also currently the team's and 
the OVC's top rebounder with 10.5 a 
See PANTHERS page 11 
McCausland's connections land junior college transfer 
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor 
Sophomore wrestler Mike Russow (left) works OTJ a move with Panther assistant coach Matt Hughes durill8 
practice Wednesday afternoon. Russow is 8-5 since transferring to Eastern from Lincoln College. 
Russow chooses Eastern as a result 
of friendship between two coaches 
By atADllEID 
Staff writer 
Some athletes put a lot of trust in 
their coach. For sophomore heavy· 
weight wrestler Mike Russow, that 
would be an understatement 
Russow came to Eastern not 
because it was close to home, a 
nice campus, or he was impressed 
with the wrestling team. He came 
here because his junior college 
coach at Lincoln College, Dave 
Klemm, is a former teammate and 
good friend of Panther head coach 
Ralph McCausland. 
Russow said he knew nothing 
about Eastern_ and the only thing 
that brought him to Charleston was 
the connection between Klemm 
and McCausland. 
Nevertheless. Russow is happy 
with his decision. 
"The coaches are great and 
that's going to help me a fot," 
Russow said. 
As a freshman at Lincoln, 
Russow took fifth place· at the 
Junior College National 
Championships. In his first three 
tournaments as a Panther, Russow 
has compiled an 8-5 record along 
with a fifth place finish last week-
end at the Northern Iowa Open. 
"He is a real good defender and 
is hard to score on," Eastern assis-
tant coach Matt Hughes said. "He 
has the attitude to where he can 
beat some guys around. I knew the 
kid was going to be tough.'' 
He said Russow's experience so 
far, coupled with his sophomore 
See TRANSFERpage 11 
